
A PROJECT FOR 
THE MEDITERRANEAN LANDSCAPE 

These notes present a hypothesis stemming 
from a reflection on the importance of future 
developments that may affect the dominant fea
tures of the Mediterranean. The possibilities 
and characteristics of a landscape project are 
examined; the latter aims to match such deve
lopments, which must be prevented from taking 
on banal or reductive forms, to the widespread 
ambitions to safeguard its distinctive characteri
stics. 
The present situation must be attributed to the 
impact of problems due to the environmental 
crisis that has arisen in the mediterranean 
area, although the background difficulties spe
cific to the Mediterranean, that have not been 
taken into sufficient consideration until very 
recent years, must also be borne in mind1 . 
The first suggestions that could further the 
search for the best features to be adopted in a 
project for the meridional landscape have been 
borrowed from Franco Cassano2 . "II 
Mediterraneo non e un mito .. . " (The 
Mediterranean is no legend) was his critical 
comment on the title of a recent publication, 
expressed during a seminar for planners and 
architects on the subject ltinerari meridiani per 
la citta e ii territorio 3, (Meridional Paths for the 
city and surroundings). He followed up this 

comment by exhorting participants to view the 
environmental and cultural elements making up 
the mediterranean area from the necessari ly 
pragmatic viewpoint of its intrinsic phenomena. 
In fact, apart from the question of its legendary 
characteristics, justified by the history 
underlying the different types of human settle
ment, a greater weight must be given to: the 
places themselves, the climate, vegetation, 
local usage of the soil and building practices. 
When these issues are attributed importance as 
physical entities with an anthropological poten
tial, they open up a fruitful vista for those 
working in the field of landscape planning . 
The chance to experiment with a landscape 
architecture project focusing attention on medi
terranean areas and pratices was provided by 
the proposal to create the new Southern Italian 
Botanical Gardens on the Campus of Lecce 
University (the Ecotekne)4. 
This started from the assumption that the land
scape and territory can be studied and better 
understood by means of projects, especially if 
these avoid placing blind trust in the deciding 
value of techniques and instead, reattribute 
importance to knowledge of the area 
(Maciocco, 1997). Projects and their associated 
analyses can unveil the characteristics of 
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(Maciocco, 1997). Projects and their associated 
analyses can unveil the characteristics of the 
area and the internal laws that govern the rela
tionships between the community and the terri
tory it occupies (A. Renna, 1980). In this way, 
"great events" and "small measures" like: sha
ping the landscape, collecting and distributing 
water, rural building, become the "materials" of 
a landscape plan, which in the specific case of 
these scientific gardens could be described as 
an "in vitro" model. 
It is a well-known fact that the first botanical gar
dens were created in Italy in the 16th century, 
as "Giardini dei Semplici", lay structures devo
ted to University research that transformed the 
"Giardini degli Speziali" , (Spice and Herb 
Gardens planted to grow herbal remedies and 
medicines) attached to the monasteries, into 
rational, taxonomic agronomic areas. Only in 
the 19th century did botanical gardens take on 
their present nature as urban parks, while still 
preserving their scientific purpose, and these 
then started to grow up all over Europe. At this 
stage the original systematic planting in order of 
species gave way to a new, geographical type 
approach; in this way parts of existing landsca
pes were reproduced and integrated (Martinelli 
and Mininni , 1986). 
One of the possible ways to approach landsca
pe planning was seen to be that of reviewing 
the intense, important history of these "scientific 
museums en plein air " that have enriched the 
urban development of such Mediterranean 
cities as Barcelona, Lisbon, Rome, Naples, 
Palermo, Catania, Cagliari . The original rea
sons for planting these gardens - applied scien
tific research and the scrupulous preservation 
of original landscapes in a novel , transnational 
context - were also to be given due weight. 
The project presented here had to take into 
account contemporary conditions , avoiding 
attempts to merely copy or imitate the past and 
viewing the succession of phytoclimatic events 
and consolidated practices - often dismissed as 
obsolete - as essential phenomena to be dealt 
with according to modern forms and techni
ques. The simplicity of the elements the project 
relies on (terracing, enclosing, channelling) and 
their combination in a series of open spaces of 
different sizes (countryside, rocky terrain , pro
ductive gardening, olive groves), and dug-up 
areas (old quarries of tufa stone, wells, hypo
geal reservoirs) has given rise to the creation of 
a new space featuring both linear landscape 
architecture and "restrained" forms.The heuri
stic value of the environments recreated in the 
Lecce Botanical Gardens is what really counts: 
the creation of a sort of "analogous 
Mediterranean landscape" that correlates the 
structural elements of the landscape, the types 
of human settlement and social practices. 
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Naturally, it is not possible to simplify the true 
historical processes that occurred over centu
ries of vicissitudes and practices but each of the 
processes that determined a particular type of 
landscape can be better revealed inside the 
overall system presented in the new complex. 
In the same way as for the great scientific bot~
nical gardens of the last century, the geographi
cal reference area cannot be restricted to the 
local territory - Apulia in this case - but m~st 
function at a supraregional level, based on dia
chronic research into relationships, cross-refe
rences and forms (Maciocco, 1997). Indeed, 
the transborder relationships are one of the 
strong points of the project, and its functio~al 
program conforms to the types of cooperation 
and exchange listed in the Programma lnterreg 
II Italia-Albania (Asse 3 - Misura 3.2) for crea
ting a "Study Centre for the protecti<;>n and pre
servation of mediterranean botanic species, 
including a Botanic Garden''.· . 
Thus, in a landscape arch1t~cture proJec~, th.e 
issue of its relationship with modern life 1s 
raised· the attitude adopted to cope with this 
need ~an best be described in the words of 
Octavio Paz "one day I discovered that I ~as 
not going forward, on the contrary I was going 
back to the starting point: t~~ search for n:ioder
nity was a return to our origins: modernity led 
me back to my beginnings, my past". After all, 
a careful study of the Mediterranean inv~l~es 
reflection on an area that has remote origins 
and important environmental bearings, that. fea
tures vitally contemporary forms and practices, 
which are the only solutions that offer a way to 
escape from vernacular temptations or st~~ile 
neoregional positions. Moreoever, recognition 
of the profound characteristics underlying the. 
development of the mediterranean landscape 1s 
a cultural form of opposition to attempts to 
homologate it, to reduce its complexity, both as 
regards biodiversity and innumerable cultural 
strata, or to adopt extraneo.us models just 
because of a taste for the exotic. 
What should be traced in this great civil work to 
restore the landscapes of the mediterranean 
area is the vast collective intelligence that pro
duced them , so evocatively described .in W?r~s 
by Braudel, Brandi , Matvejevic' , Sereni. This 1s 
not an attempt to look on the bright side but a 
possible solution to the strong demand for. a 
wider range of uses of the landscape, not stric
tly productive - in the tradition~! sen~e of the 
term - but focusing more on tourism , leisure, an 
aware appreciation of the territory, in short, new 
forms of collective intelligence. 

Nicola Martinelli 
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Notes . 
1. Witness the strong commitment of the international organ
izations: UNO, EU,CHIEAM,CUM, that have promoted many 
different programs and tools aiming to safeguar~ the med!
terranean area and determining codes of practice for typi
cally mediterranean technologies: MAP, PIANO BLU, EPM, 
CORINE, LIFE; 
2. See Gravagnuolo, B., (1994) , II mito rr:iediterraneo nell 'ar
chitettura contemporanea, Electa,Napoll ; 
3. See the Introductory speech to the Seminar Le scienze 
della citta e del territorio:Percorsi meridiani , 
City and Territorial Department - Palermo University, 12-13 
June 1997; 
4. See the Degree thesis deposited at the Faculty. of 
Architecture , Bari University, II "moderno" .Orto Botanico, 
June 1998, graduating student : Daniela Sallu.stro, 
Supervisor Prof. Claudi~ D'Amato, Tutors: dott.N1cola 
Martinelli dott. Carlo Moccia 

A Territorial Model for a Mediterranean 
Botanical Garden 

This research thesis owes its origin to a 
European Union program (lnt~rreg. II ,!talia -
Albania) that proposes the creation of c:t Study 
Centre for the protection and pr~ser~at1on ~f the 
mediterranean botanical species, 1nclud1ng a 
botanical garden " (Asse 3 - Ambiente I Misura 
3.2). . 
Because Albania is the most recent med1terra
nean country to have become able to make use 
of endemic, characteristic species, the program 
provides a framework f~r transbo~der C?llabo.ra
tion , using these species both 1n their native 
Albania and in other mediterranean areas. 
A pilot project in Italy, to be situa~ed in ~.ecce , 
and that will later act as a supportive facility for 
the centres to be created in Albania, is specified 
as the first step towards this end. 
This research project, therefore, aims to draw 
up and define a strategy for managing and safe
guarding the mediterranean env1ro~mental 
system, in response to the above Union pr?
gram. The strategy is detailed in the ~ypothes1s 
of a Territorial Model for a Mediterranean 
Botanical Garden consisting of a network of 
interlinked local botanical units, gradually 
spreading out to act as a scale bank: 
An analysis of the nature of the med1terranean 
landscape was therefore carried o~t, that ~i.r:ied 
to study the signs of this supranat1on?l .~1v1l1za
tion and highlight their many affin1t1es as 
regards climate, traditions, contexts an~ .areas. 
While according full respect to the spec1f1c local 
differences the aim was to search for the com
mon heredhy underlying all the environmental 
phenomena of the m~diterran.e~n basin and 
thus legitimate the creation of this infrastructural 
network. The latter could greatly facilitate th~ 
difficult task facing the creators of these botani
cal gardens and have a cruci.al importance as 
regards environmental education and res~ar~h . 
The present work concludes with a description 



OVERALL PLANIMETRY OF THE PROJECT. MATERIALS: 
WATER RESOURCES AND PLANTS 
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ABOVE. TYPICAL SUCCESSION OF FOREST, SCRUB 
AND GARIGUE IN MEDITERRANEAN VEGETATION; 

BELOW. TWO LINES OF WINDBREAKS IN AN IRRIGATED 
VEGETABLE GARDEN IN THE SOUTH-EAST OF BARI ; 
AN OLIVE GROVE PLANTED IN ROWS IN TERRITORY 

BELONGING TO THE COUNCIL OF SAN FERDINANDO DI 
PUGLIA, FG 



ABOVE. THE PROJECT: A WELL; 
MOLA DI BARI. BUCKET ELEVATOR IN A VEGETABLE 

GARDEN ; 
BELOW. RABAT. WOODEN BUCKET ELEVATOR 
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of the project for the botanical gardens to be 
created in Lecce according to the indications 
provided by the Programma lnterreg. 
The project aims to integrate the built-up ele
ments and the environment, man and nature, in 
order to create "planned natural spaces". The 
ambition, indeed, is to achieve a balanced alter
nation between "green areas", in various forms 
of terracing, quarries and enclosed gardens and 
"built-up areas" , in the form of wells , canals and 
reservoirs. 
In this integration process, analyses of the natu
re of the terrain, together with the architectonic 
and geographic morphology of the region , were 
constant points of reference during the prepara
tory studies for the project. 

The botanical plan 

The project aims to convey the true essence of 
the place mainly by means of the natural confi 
guration, suitably highlighted, of the characteri 
stic structural , environmental and symbolic ele
ments present. 
The botanical plan attempts to satisfy all the dif
ferent ends of a botanical garden and above all 
the didactic purpose: the terracing , flanked by 

ABOVE. THE PROJECT: A CHANNEL; 
BELOW. LATERZA. HANGING GARDENS CREATED IN 

THE BED OF A GORGE 



a well or a water channel , reconstructs the typi 
cal succession of forest, scrub and garigue in 
mediterranean vegetation. 
In the quarry areas the plan is to recreate the 
different scenarios, such as citrus fruit groves, 
rocky terrain ; succulents and the characteristic 
vegetation observed around both inhabited 
areas and ruins. 
The enclosed orchards can be planted with. the 
principal cultivated and herbaceous species, 
trees and medicinal plants to be found in the 
area in question. The plan includes the creation 
of olive groves in the zones adjacent to the 
orchards. 

Wells and water channels 

The mediterranean systems for diverting water 
to agricultural terrains can still be observed in 
family-run concerns and small farms . Irrigation 
systems are set up after the earth has been flat
tened , any marshy areas dried out and then the 
artesian well is dug where the groundwater 
covering is softest and shallowest. 
Then there are a great variety of systems for 
drawing up the water from the groundwater 
nappe; the Spanish and Portuguese huertas, the 

ABOVE. THE PROJECT: A RESERVOIR: DETAIL; 
BELOW. UMBRACULA IN A KASBAH IN DRAA VALLEY 
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ABOVE. BARI : A RESERVOIR; 
BELOW. OTRANTO: CIPPANO FARM, 

RESERVOIR AND CHAPEL 



norie in the middle east, the foggara in the 
Sahara desert, that correspond to the Persian 
qanat and the Moroccan khottara, are just a few 
examples. The fields are then watered thanks to 
the meticulously dug channels that mainly run 
down following the natural slope of the ground. 
One of the main elements of the whole project 
is water, collected in wells , channels and reser
voirs, that gives an imprint to the overall design. 
Great attention has been paid to the environ
mental quality of the territory, that appears to 
lack this precious resource but in reality hides a 
close network of underground water lines. 

Reservoirs 

Many cisterns and reservoirs were built in all the 
mediterranean regions throughout ancient 
times, to collect, accumulate and exploit rainwa
ter. Underground tanks were usually preferred 
because they were protected from the heat, 
dirt and harmful external agents. Rainwater was 
drawn up from the covered cisterns in the same 
way and using the same methods as for 
drawing water from the wells. 
The remarkable hydraulic engineering works 
that can be admired in the city of Istanbul deser-

ABOVE. THE PROJECT: TERRACING; 
BELOW. TERRACING IN THE VALLE D'ITRIA 
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ve mention apart. These reservoirs , surmoun
ted by naves interspaced by great columns sup
porting barrel vaults and transverse arches, 
form a sort of hidden subterranean "forest" in 
the heart of the capital of the Ottoman Empire. 
In the plan, the paths for water, that will include 
a footpath starting from the wells and running 
along the channels, will end at the reservoirs. 
Visitors will thus be able to view and follow the 
whole system of water collection, channelling, 
accumulation and distribution. 
The reservoirs will be built as chambers dug 
underground and supported by great hollow pi l
lars, on which a light wooden structure will be 
superimposed to create squares above the 
water. These squares will be covered with thin 
wooden strips, inspired by the umbracula, a sun
shield system typical of Maghrebian architectu
re. The design is also reminiscent of the wind
shield system, the pagliarelle, used to protect 
the citrus fruit groves in the Sorrento peninsula. 

Terracing 

Many areas of the mediterranean countrysid 
feature terracing , a rational way to exploit slo
ping geographical surfaces. 

ABOVE. THE PROJECT: QUARRIES 
BELOW. AN ABANDONED QUARRY IN MONOPOLI 
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The endless series of containing walls stret
ching away into the distance in these territories 
bear interesting witness to how human labour 
has changed the face of the land over the 
years. 
A similar countryside can be seen on the moun
tains and plateaus of Yemen, on the Apulian 
Murgia plain and the gorges and countryside 
around Matera. 
A slight slope present in the area assigned for 
development of the project suggested the pos
sibility of creating three great terraced surfaces 
where typical mediterranean vegetation could 
be planted in successions of woods, scrub and 
garigue. 

The quarry areas 

In many areas in the mediterranean basin there 
are abandoned, partly filled-in quarries that 
were once used to extract building materials. 
Over the years, these have given rise to an 
interesting combination of agricultural and 
quarrying activities, of quarries and orchards. 
Such places have often been used as citrus fruit 
groves and orchards because their high walls 
protect the trees from the blasts of the wind. 

ABOVE. THE PROJECT: ENCLOSED GARDENS 
BELOW. GARDEN AROUND A TOWER NEAR MOLFETTA 
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Some abandoned quarries were present in the 
project area and made it possible to recreate 
"negative" mediterranean landscapes, where all 
the wiry, hardy plant species that grow around 
ruins are collected inside the quarry. The 
quarry has thus become an integral part of the 
didactic cycle. 

Enclosed vegetable gardens 

The widespread system of enclosed vegetable 
gardens typical of most countries in the 
Mediterranean is a visible demonstration of the 
integrated, functional method adopted for 
exploiting the land to best advantage. 
This compound system of parcelling out the 
landscape into irregular, closed allotments, 
creates a sort of artificial nature area where the 
inside of the gardens is characterized by its 
separate nature from the surrounding external 
area. 
In the project, the system of cultivated gardens 
is enclosed by high walls that serve both to pro
tect the allotments from the strong winds that 
often blow in the Salento area and to facilitate 
the creation of a favourable microclimate whe
reby the heat of the sunrays is absorbed during 
the day and gradually released during the night. 

Daniela Sallustro 
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